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What are we going to do
today?

Tips on how to start
KW research
How to provide value to the customer and
how to understand him
BSR - Best Selling Rank
H10 Review Insights, Profit Calculator,
Estimating COGS from Alibaba



THERE IS NO ONE
RIGHT WAY



How do we start?

Start with your hobbies first
If you are the customer, there is one less
variable to worry about.
Build a list of products you would buy as
the customer, and check them all

There are so many variables and things we
don't know yet - let's try to narrow them down:



Meet Steve

Steve likes Yoga.

What products
does he need?

Let's make a list.



Yoga mat
Yoga blanket
Yoga foam blocks
Yoga cork blocks
Yoga wheel set
Yoga Bolster Rectangular Meditation Pillow
Yoga Balance Ball
Stretch Band Strap
AND MANY MORE!



Let's check them all!



More ways to get started
Black Box
Just throwing random ideas
Look for products you have interest in



Explore Facebook groups with specific
customer avatar, and build a list of product
around the customer.



You only find your
niche once (ideally).
Once you have your
first product,
everything gets
easier.



Understanding the
relevant KWs
Before any product
research, we need
to make sure we
know what are the
main KWs.



Why?
If we don't use the main KW we may get a
wrong image of the market and miss key
competitors.

How?
Helium 10 tools - Cerebro, Magnet.



What is the main KW?



Bar height stools
Barstools
Bar chair



Bar height stools - 5074
Barstools - 53,132
Bar chair - 3408



KW Research - Magnet
Our initial KW - Blocks for yoga
Is it the main KW? Are we missing
competitors?



Click on Tools1.
2. Click on Magnet



Watch video to learn more

Insert initial KW



Min search vol. filter





We don't get 100% relevant results

Magnet - Cons



The best method -
CEREBRO (by H10)

Best for relevancy combined with search
volume.
How it works? You choose the competitors,
H10 pulls their best selling KWs.



Let's assume we are
looking at a block for
yoga, with a material
that is not the regular
material. We are looking
at cork material.
Our initial KW - Blocks
for yoga







Similar to what we are looking to sell
(relevancy)
ASINs of products that MAKE SALES!

Compare BSRs
X-Ray

Grab ASINs that are:

Find selling products:





After collecting 4-10 ASINs, go to H10:



Copy ASINs to the search bar, and get KWs



Filters: >500 SV, Organic, Competitors AVG. Rank



This is the sub-niche most relevant KWs



Main KWs:
Sub niche -
Cork yoga block

Main niche -
Yoga block



Now we can see the
entire market image.



Niche analysis
Revenue
Review count
Review rating
Dominating brand
Tier size   
Sell price
Distribution of sales
FBA/FBM
Seasionality



It doesn't have to go
100% by the criterias

What do you think is the most important thing?



THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING IS TO HAVE A
COMPELLING OFFER.

Even with the best product selection,
everything comes down to your offer.
Why would the customer buy your product
over the competition?
What is your unique selling point?



Pick your battles
Can I afford to compete in this market?
How much cash will I need?
Who are my competitors? Are they driving
traffic to Amazon?
How are low reviews competitors
performing in the market?



Providing value to the
customer begins with
understanding him.

Review analysis - 
1-2 stars reviews – write down the issues
that arise.
5 star reviews – write down the good
features we want to preserve.



Providing value to the
customer begins with
understanding him.

FB Groups
YouTube
The information you need is out there



Creative differentiated competitor
Does it bring value to the customer?



H10 Review Insights



Extract the reviews 



Understand which variation is selling the
most.

Analyze the reviews of all relevant
competitors



Understanding the BSR
Best Selling Rank



Different categories,
different sales

https://www.junglescout.com/estimator/



Using BSR to analyze
products



Seasonality
Price trend
Performance over time



Common mistakes
Looking at the numbers during peak season.
Can be avoided by looking at the BSR trend.
Niche with a negative price trend - better to
avoid
Is the demand we are seeing temporary?



BSR Benefits
Tracking your performance vs. the
competitors.
Has your market share grown?
Know within 1 second if a competitor is
relevant

AND MANY MORE!



H10 Profit Calculator



H10 Profit Calculator
Find out the dimensions of your desired
product. Check at least 3 similar to yours.
Use the numbers to fill in your profit
calculator.
Know what fees are your competitors
paying, and most likely so will you.
Good ,quick & convenient indicator.
PRO tip - compare weight to dimensional
weight.



First COGS Validation



Go to alibaba.com
Search the main KW
Make a rough average of the COGS that can
be used for the profit calculator.



Profit
Calculator

Know your numbers
Can we reduce the
fulfillment fee?
Be realistic with
your selling price.



Don't give up!



Do not fall in love
with products!

Try to be objective.



EXAMPLES



What is wrong here?



What is wrong here?



What is wrong here?



Your first product is
not going to be

perfect.
And that's fine!



THANK YOU


